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I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that in the Standard Model (SM) flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) are forbidden at tree
level, thus FCNC-mediated processes are only allowed through one or more loop corrections. On the experimental
side, even if the sizes of FCNC in the u− c, b− s, s− d and b− d sectors are found to be in good agreement with SM
predictions, there is still room available for the presence of new physics.
In this paper we address the problem of FCNC in the context of the so-called 331 models, in which the SM gauge
group is enlarged to SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)X [1]. This extension of the gauge group implies the presence of
a new neutral gauge boson Z ′, which in general gives rise to tree-level FCNC. The existence of Z ′ gauge bosons
occurs not only in 331 models but in many popular extensions of the SM, and in general Z ′ searches are part of the
main experimental programs in high energy physics. Among the various extensions of the SM, 331 models have the
attractive feature of addressing the problem of fermion family replications. The puzzle is partially solved through the
requirement of anomaly cancellations [1–4], since in the 331 framework the number of quarks families turns out to be
related to the number of colors. In addition, 331 models show a rich phenomenology, which includes the presence of
new scalars and heavy quarks, and offers the possibility of see-saw mechanisms to generate neutrino masses [5], dark
matter candidates [6], gauge coupling unification [7], etc.
It is important to emphasize that in 331 models it is not possible to fit all SM quark and lepton families in multiplets
having the same quantum numbers. As a consequence, the corresponding Z ′ couplings are not universal for all fermion
flavors, which leads to tree-level FCNC [8–14]. Moreover, the couplings of left-handed fermions to the “standard”
Z-like gauge boson also include tree-level FCNC, both through Z − Z ′ mixing and through the mixing between
ordinary and exotic quarks (the latter, in 331 models where exotic quarks have ordinary electric charges). The sizes
of the couplings depend on the angles and phases of the (left-handed) up and down quark mixing matrices V uL and
V dL , which become separately observable. It is noticeable that, because of the unitarity of these matrices, predictions
for FCNC observables in 331 models are in general related to each other [11, 12, 15]. Moreover, the extensions of
the SM fermion and scalar sectors lead to new CP violation sources when quark and/or lepton mixing are taken into
account. Experimentally, the nonstandard neutral currents could be identified e.g. at the LHC by looking at the
process pp→ Z ′ → e+e−: performing specific kinematic cuts on the outgoing electrons, it would be possible to reduce
background so as to distinguish the Z ′ current within 331 models from other theories that include physics beyond the
SM [16].
In this work we present a general analysis of the various sources of tree level FCNC in 331 models, showing the
relations between the involved quark mixing matrix elements. In particular, we consider the case in which nonstandard
quarks carry ordinary 2/3 and −1/3 electric charges, thus they mix with ordinary fermions and lead to tree level
FCNC both through Z- and Z ′-quark couplings. In this case one also finds further neutral heavy gauge bosons, which
mix with the Z and Z ′ states and may provide a source of CP violation. The aim of this paper is to present an
overall analysis of FCNC sources, generalizing previous results obtained in particular 331 theories. Our results are
compared with model-independent studies that do not include Z-mediated FCNC [17, 18], and with previous analyses
within 331 models in which exotic quarks have nonstandard electric charges, and therefore do not mix with ordinary
fermions [8, 11, 19]. The mixing between CP-even and CP-odd neutral gauge bosons is also taken into account.
The article is organized as follows: in Sect. II we introduce the models under study. In Sect. III we analyze the
couplings between fermions and gauge bosons, focusing on the study of FCNC. The case in which fermion mixing
matrices show family hierarchies is considered. An application of this formalism to analyze different contributions to
neutral meson mass differences is presented in Sect. IV. Finally, Sect. V includes a brief summary of our results.
2II. 331 MODELS
As stated above, in 331 models the SM gauge group is enlarged to SU(3)C⊗SU(3)L⊗U(1)X . Left-handed fermions
are organized into SU(3)L triplets, which in general include the standard quarks and leptons, as well as new exotic
particles. The criterion of anomaly cancellation leads to some constraints in the allowed fermion representations (3
or 3¯) and the fermion quantum numbers.
To describe the particle content of the model we start by defining the electric charge operator, which can be written
as a linear combination of the diagonal generators of the group:
Q = T3 + β T8 + X . (1)
Here β is a parameter that characterizes the specific particle structure and quantum numbers of the model. For
arbitrary β the quark content of the multiplets consistent with anomaly cancellation requirements and a minimal
number of exotic particles [4] is the following:
QiL =
(
di − ui Ji
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L
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3
)
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2
)
, (2)
where entries in the parentheses label the SU(3)L representation and the X quantum number. It is easy to see that
the electric charges of exotic quarks J are given by QJ1 = QJ2 = 1/6+
√
3β/2 and QJ3 = 1/6−
√
3β/2. Therefore, the
sole values of β that lead to standard electric charges for these fermions are β = ±1/√3 [20, 21]. Anomaly cancellation
requires that two of the quark families lie in the 3, while the remaining family, together with the leptons, lies in the
3¯ (or viceversa). Left-handed leptons are accommodated into an SU(3)L triplet, in the same way as the quarks Q3L,
and this can be done with or without the inclusion of nonstandard particles [8, 22, 23]. To get an anomaly-free theory
it is necessary to have the same number of fermions in the 3 and the 3¯. Therefore, if the model has a quark content as
shown in Eq. (2), the number of lepton families has to be the same as the number of quark colors. In what follows we
will not discuss the features of lepton interactions, focusing on the analysis of flavor changing currents in the quark
sector.
The gauge bosons associated with SU(3)L transform according to the adjoint representation of the group, and can
be written as
Wµ = W
a
µ
λa
2
=
1
2


W 3µ +
1√
3
W 8µ
√
2W+µ
√
2K1µ√
2W−µ −W 3µ + 1√3W 8µ
√
2 K¯2µ√
2 K¯1µ
√
2K2µ − 2√3W 8µ

 , (3)
where λa are the Gell-Mann matrices, and the electric charges of K1 and K2 are given by Q1 = 1/2 + (
√
3β)/2 and
Q2 = 1/2− (
√
3β)/2, respectively. One has in addition a gauge field Bµ associated with U(1)X ; this boson is a singlet
under SU(3)L and has zero electric charge.
In general, it is convenient to rotate the neutral gauge bosons W 3, W 8 and B into new states A, Z and Z ′, given
by 
 AZ
Z ′

 =

 SW βSW CW
√
1− β2T 2W
CW − βSWTW −SW
√
1− β2T 2W
0 −
√
1− β2T 2W βTW



 W 3W 8
B

 , (4)
where the “Weinberg angle” θW is defined by TW = tan θW = g
′/
√
g2 + β2g′2, g, g′ being the coupling constants
associated to the groups SU(3)L and U(1)X respectively (SW = sin θW , etc.). In the new basis, Aµ (the photon)
is the gauge boson corresponding to the generator Q, while Zµ can be identified with the SM Z boson. As in the
SM, the extended electroweak symmetry is spontaneously broken in 331 models by the presence of elementary scalars
having nonzero vacuum expectation values [24–28]. The symmetry breakdown follows a hierarchy
SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)X
V−−−→ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y
v−−−→ U(1)Q , (5)
3in which two VEV scales V and v, with V ≫ v, are introduced. The photon is kept as the only massless gauge boson,
while the remaining neutral gauge bosons get mixed. In this way, Z and Z ′ turn out to be only approximate mass
eigenstates.
In the following we will mainly focus on the models with β = ±1/√3, in which there are no quarks with exotic
charges and the possible existence of fermion and gauge boson mixing and FCNC is maximized. These theories include
the so-called “minimal” [20, 26] and “economical” [27, 28] 331 models, for which different phenomenological analyses
have been carried out in the last few years. The case of 331 models with β = ±√3 [1] is briefly addressed in Sect. IV.
III. FERMION COUPLINGS TO NEUTRAL GAUGE BOSONS.
We are interested in the analysis of neutral currents driven by gauge bosons in the framework of 331 models with
β = ±1/√3. Taking into account the quark content in Eq. (2), it is easy to obtain the corresponding interaction
Lagrangian for the Z and Z ′ gauge bosons. One gets
L(Z,Z′)NC = −
g
2CW
{
U¯0γµ
[(
C2W −
S2W
3
)
PL − 4S
2
W
3
PR
]
U0 −
nT∑
i=1
4S2W
3
T¯ 0i γµT
0
i
+ D¯0γµ
[(
−C2W −
S2W
3
)
PL +
2S2W
3
PR
]
D0 +
nB∑
i=1
2S2W
3
B¯0i γµB
0
i
}
Zµ
− g
2CW
1√
3C2W − S2W
{
U¯0γµ
[(
ΛC2W ±
S2W
3
)
PL ± 4S
2
W
3
PR
]
U0+
±
nT∑
i=1
T¯ 0i γµ
[(
−2C2W +
4S2W
3
)
PL +
4S2W
3
PR
]
T 0i + D¯
0γµ
[(
C2WΛ±
S2W
3
)
PL ∓ 2S
2
W
3
PR
]
D0
±
nB∑
i=1
B¯0i γµ
[(
2C2W −
2S2W
3
)
PL − 2S
2
W
3
PR
]
B0i
}
Z ′µ , (6)
where PL,R = (1∓γ5)/2, and we have defined the matricesD0 = (d01 d02 d03)T , U0 = (u01 u02 u03)T and Λ = diag(1, 1,−1)
(flavor space). Superindices 0 indicate that quarks are in the weak interaction basis. Quarks J in Eq. (2) have been
renamed by Ti and Bi to emphasize that they carry the same electric charges as ordinary top and bottom. The number
of these exotic quarks, nT and nB, can be 1 or 2 depending on the choice of the parameter β: for β = 1/
√
3 one has
two up-type quarks T1,2 (then nT = 2) and one down-type quark B1 (nB = 1), while for β = −1/
√
3 one has nT = 1,
nB = 2. Due to the particular representation structure of the quark sector, the interactions between the Z
′ boson and
the left-handed quarks include the matrix Λ, which is not proportional to the identity. This leads to tree-level FCNC
after rotating the quarks to the mass eigenstate basis. In addition, notice that there is no universality between the
interactions of ordinary and exotic left-handed quarks, both for Z and Z ′ currents. In this way, the mixing between
ordinary and exotic quarks leads to further sources of FCNC.
It is worth to notice that for β = ±1/√3 the gauge bosons K1 and K2 will have electric charges 0 or 1. Therefore,
in general they will mix with the remaining neutral gauge bosons and the W+. For β = 1/
√
3 one gets a neutral
gauge boson K02 , and the corresponding weak neutral current reads
L(K2)NC = −
g√
2
(
B¯01γµPLd
0
3 +
2∑
i=1
u¯0i γµPLT
0
i
)
Kµ2 + h.c. , (7)
while for β = −1/√3 the neutral state is K1, leading to the neutral current
L(K1)NC = −
g√
2
(
u¯03γµPLT
0
1 −
2∑
i=1
B¯0i γµPLd
0
i
)
Kµ1 + h.c. . (8)
Let us take for definiteness β = 1/
√
3. As one can see from Eq. (3), the complex fields K2 and K¯2 are in fact
combinations of the neutral gauge bosons W 6 and W 7. These are naturally defined as CP-even and CP-odd states
respectively, since these definitions lead to a CP-invariant weak current in the interaction basis. Thus, once the
photon has been identified, the remaining four neutral gauge boson mass eigenstates will be written in general as
linear combinations of Z, Z ′,W 6 andW 7, and the mixing betweenW 7 and any of the other will imply nonconservation
of the CP symmetry in the theory. An equivalent reasoning applies to K1, K¯1, W
4 and W 5 in the case β = −1/√3.
4Now it is convenient to organize the nonstandard fermions together with the up- and down-like quarks U0i and D
0
i
into four or five-component fermion vectors U , D defined as
U0 =
(
U0
T 0
)
, D0 =
(
D0
B0
)
, (9)
where T 0 = (T 01 T
0
2 )
T , B0 = B01 for β = 1/
√
3 and T 0 = T 01 , B
0 = (B01 B
0
2)
T for β = −1/√3. With this notation the
neutral currents driven by the Z and Z ′ bosons can be written as
L(Z,Z′)NC = −
g
2CW
∑
f=U ,D
[
f¯0γµ(ǫ
(1)
fL
PL + ǫ
(1)
fR
PR)f
0 Zµ +
1√
3C2W − S2W
f¯0γµ(ǫ
(2)
fL
PL + ǫ
(2)
fR
PR)f
0 Z ′µ
]
, (10)
where
ǫ
(1)
UL =
(
C2W −
S2W
3
)
1 −
(
03×3
1 nT×nT
)
, ǫ
(1)
DL =
(
−C2W −
4S2W
3
)
1 +
(
03×3
1 nB×nB
)
(11)
ǫ
(1)
UR = −
4S2W
3
1 , ǫ
(1)
DR =
2S2W
3
1 (12)
ǫ
(2)
UL =
(
C2W ±
S2W
3
)
1 − 2C2W
(
02×2
1 (nT+1)×(nT+1)
)
+ (C2W ∓ 2C2W ± S2W )
(
03×3
1 nT×nT
)
(13)
ǫ
(2)
DL =
(
C2W ±
S2W
3
)
1 − 2C2W
(
02×2
1 (nB+1)×(nB+1)
)
+ (C2W ± 2C2W ∓ S2W )
(
03×3
1 nB×nB
)
(14)
ǫ
(2)
UR = ±
4S2W
3
1 , ǫ
(2)
DR = ∓
2S2W
3
1 (15)
(blank entries in the above matrices are zeros). In the same way the neutral currents involving K vector bosons for
β = 1/
√
3 are given by
L(K)NC = −
g√
2
∑
f=U ,D
(
f¯0γµǫ
(3)
fL
PLf
0ReK2µ + i f¯
0γµǫ
(4)
fL
PLf
0 ImK2µ
)
(16)
with
ǫ
(3)
UL =

 02×2 1 2×20
1 2×2 02×2

 , ǫ(3)DL =

 02×2 0 1
1 0

 , (17)
ǫ
(4)
UL =

 02×2 1 2×20
− 1 2×2 02×2

 , ǫ(4)DL =

 02×2 0 −1
1 0

 , (18)
while for β = −1/√3, replacing K2 → K1 in Eq. (16), one has
ǫ
(3)
UL =

 02×2 0 1
1 0

 , ǫ(3)DL =

 02×2 − 1 2×20
− 1 2×2 02×2

 , (19)
ǫ
(4)
UL =

 02×2 0 1
−1 0

 , ǫ(4)DL =

 02×2 1 2×20
− 1 2×2 02×2

 . (20)
Up to now the currents have been written in the interaction basis. In order to move to the fermion mass eigenstate
basis, we introduce unitary matrices V fL,R, with f = U ,D, that diagonalize the fermion mass matrices arising from
the Yukawa couplings in the 331 model [26–29]. One has thus
U0L,R = V UL,R UL,R , D0L,R = V DL,RDL,R , (21)
where U , D are quark mass eigenstate vectors. The matrices V fL,R will have dimensions 4 × 4 or 5 × 5 for the up or
down sector, depending on the choice of the parameter β. Given the structure of the couplings, it is useful to write
5the matrices V U ,DL in terms of submatrices. For V
U
L we define
V UL =


V Uqq(2×2) V
U
qQ(2×1) V
U
qJ (2×nT )
V UQq(1×2) V
U
QQ V
U
QJ (1×nT )
V UJq(nT×2) V
U
JQ(nT×1) V
U
JJ (nT×nT )

 , (22)
while same definitions apply to V DL , with the replacements U → D, nT → nB. The textures of these matrices arise
from the scalar VEVs and the parameters entering the Yukawa sector of the model. Even if these are in principle
unknown, the common belief is that there is a hierarchy in the masses and mixing angles between the quark families.
Thus for the moment we will take V fL,R as unknown, and then we will consider the presence of hierarchies between
the different submatrices in V U ,DL . Since right-handed currents are flavor diagonal (as occurs in the SM), the mixing
matrices V U ,DR are not observable in 331 models. On the contrary, the parameters in V
U
L and V
D
L become separately
observable due to the non-universality of the couplings in Eqs. (10) and (16).
The charged currents involving the W± gauge bosons are similar to those in the SM, i.e.
LWCC = −
g√
2
U¯0γµPLD
0 W+µ + h.c. = −
g√
2
U¯0γµPL ǫW D0 W+µ + h.c. (23)
where
ǫW =
(
1 3×3
0nT×nB
)
. (24)
After rotating to the fermion mass eigenstate basis, in principle all quark states interact with the W± bosons. We
consider in particular the charged currents involving just the ordinary quarks, which can be written as
L(W, ord)CC = −
g√
2
U¯γµPLVCKMD W
+
µ + h.c. , (25)
where VCKM is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. In terms of the above defined submatrices, the latter is
given by
VCKM = V
U †
0 V
D
0 , (26)
with
V f0 =
(
V fqq(2×2) V
f
qQ(2×1)
V fQq(1×2) V
f
QQ
)
. (27)
Since V U ,D0 are 3 × 3 submatrices of V U ,DL , it is seen that in 331 models with β = ±1/
√
3 the CKM matrix is in
general not unitary.
In addition one has to take into account the mixing between gauge bosons. We will concentrate in the neutral
sector, since the analysis of FCNC is the main purpose of this work. For the moment let us assume that the VEVs
of the scalar states in the model can be taken to be real. This assumption depends on the structure of the scalar
potential, and means that there is no spontaneous violation of the CP symmetry. If this is the case, the state
√
2 ImK
decouples, becoming an exact mass eigenstate. However, the vector bosons Z, Z ′ and
√
2ReK in general get mixed
[21, 26–28]. One can rotate to the mass eigenstate basis, say Z1, Z2, Z3 (where Z1 is the ordinary gauge boson seen
in high energy experiments) through an orthogonal mixing matrix R:
 ZZ ′√
2ReK

 = R

 Z1Z2
Z3

 . (28)
Thus in the fermion and gauge boson mass basis the neutral currents will be given by
LNC = −
∑
f=U ,D
[
Qf f¯γ
µf Aµ +
3∑
j,k=1
gj f¯γ
µ(E
(j)
fL
PL + E
(j)
fR
PR)f Rjk Zkµ
+ i
g
2
f¯γµ(E
(4)
fL
PL + E
(4)
fR
PR)f
√
2 ImKµ
]
, (29)
6where Qf stand for the fermion electric charges, the couplings gj are defined as
g1 =
g
2CW
, g2 =
g′
2
√
3SWCW
=
g
2
√
3CW
√
C2W − β2S2W
, g3 =
g
2
, (30)
and the flavor matrices E
(j)
fL,R
are given by
E
(i)
fL
= V f†L ǫ
(i)
fL
V fL , E
(i)
fR
= V f†R ǫ
(i)
fR
V fR = ǫ
(i)
fR
. (31)
According to the hierarchy followed by the gauge symmetry breakdown [see Eq. (5)], it is reasonable to expect that
Z2, Z3, T and B get masses of order V . These states should decouple for large V , hence the mixing angles between
Z and Z ′, ReK and between ordinary and exotic quarks are expected to be small. Explicit calculations for definite
scalar potentials and Yukawa couplings can be found in Refs. [4, 27, 28]. The mixing angles between light and heavy
neutral gauge bosons are typically suppressed by the ratio (v/V )2 ≈ (mZ1/mZ2,3)2 [4, 28], hence one expects mixing
angles of order . 0.01 for masses of exotic neutral gauge bosons in the TeV range.
Let us concentrate in the FCNC currents that involve the ordinary quarks u, c, t, d, s, b. It is natural to expect
that the presence of these FCNC at the tree level will lead to stringent bounds on the model parameters, and at the
same time to the most promising observable effects of new physics at the presently available energy scales. Typically
the most stringent bounds for FCNC arise from mass splittings in the neutral meson sectors, therefore we consider
the application of our formalism to these observables in Sect. IV. Other flavor-violating processes that have been
experimentally measured/constrained with relatively high precision are e.g. Z boson decays into lepton pairs, quark
and lepton radiative decays, and leptonic and semileptonic decays of neutral mesons.
In our framework, tree level FCNC involving ordinary quarks will arise from the upper left 3× 3 submatrices of the
left-handed flavor matrices E
(i)
fL, which are in general not diagonal. For i = 1, 2 we can also separate a diagonal part,
given by the first terms of ǫ
(i)
fL
in Eqs. (11), (13) and (14), which remain unchanged under the fermion state rotation.
Thus we write
E
(i)
fL
= E
(i,diag)
fL
+∆E
(i)
fL
. (32)
With the definitions introduced in Eqs. (22) and (27), the upper left 3× 3 submatrices of ∆E(i)fL are given by
∆E
(1)
UL,3×3 = −
(
V U †Jq V
U
Jq V
U †
Jq V
U
JQ
V U †JQ V
U
Jq V
U †
JQ V
U
JQ
)
= −
(
1 3×3 − V U †0 V U0
)
(33)
∆E
(1)
DL,3×3 =
(
V D †Jq V
D
Jq V
D †
Jq V
D
JQ
V D †JQ V
D
Jq V
D †
JQ V
D
JQ
)
= 1 3×3 − V D †0 V D0 (34)
∆E
(2)
UL,3×3 = − 2C2W
(
V U †Jq V
U
Jq + V
U †
Qq V
U
Qq V
U †
Jq V
U
JQ + V
U †
Qq V
U
QQ
V U †JQ V
U
Jq + V
U ∗
QQV
U
Qq V
U †
JQ V
U
JQ + V
U ∗
QQV
U
QQ
)
(35)
+ (C2W ∓ 2C2W ± S2W )
(
1 3×3 − V U †0 V U0
)
(36)
∆E
(2)
DL,3×3 = − 2C2W
(
V D †Jq V
D
Jq + V
D †
Qq V
D
Qq V
D †
Jq V
D
JQ + V
D †
Qq V
D
QQ
V D †JQ V
D
Jq + V
D ∗
QQ V
D
Qq V
D †
JQ V
D
JQ + V
D ∗
QQ V
D
QQ
)
(37)
+ (C2W ± 2C2W ∓ S2W )
(
1 3×3 − V D †0 V D0
)
, (38)
where double signs correspond to β = ±1/√3. We can proceed in a similar way for the FCNC driven by the K vector
bosons. In order to have a uniform notation we keep the definition in Eq. (32), with E
(i,diag)
fL
= 0 for i = 3, 4. Thus
7for β = 1/
√
3 we get
∆E
(3)
UL,3×3 =
(
V U †qq V
U
Jq + V
U †
Jq V
U
qq V
U †
qq V
U
JQ + V
U †
Jq V
U
qQ
V U †qQ V
U
Jq + V
U †
JQ V
U
qq V
U †
qQ V
U
JQ + V
U †
JQ V
U
qQ
)
(39)
∆E
(3)
DL,3×3 =
(
V D †Qq V
D
Jq + V
D †
Jq V
D
Qq V
D †
Qq V
D
JQ + V
D †
Jq V
D
QQ
V D ∗QQ V
D
Jq + V
D †
JQ V
D
Qq V
D ∗
QQ V
D
JQ + V
D †
JQ V
D
QQ
)
(40)
∆E
(4)
UL,3×3 =
(
V U †qq V
U
Jq − V U †Jq V Uqq V U †qq V UJQ − V U †Jq V UqQ
V U †qQ V
U
Jq − V U †JQ V Uqq V U †qQ V UJQ − V U †JQ V UqQ
)
(41)
∆E
(4)
DL,3×3 =
( −V D †Qq V DJq + V D †Jq V DQq −V D †Qq V DJQ + V D †Jq V DQQ
−V D ∗QQ V DJq + V D †JQ V DQq −V D ∗QQ V DJQ + V D †JQ V DQQ
)
, (42)
while for β = −1/√3 one obtains similar expressions, changing ∆E(3,4)UL,3×3 → −∆E
(3,4)
DL,3×3 and ∆E
(3,4)
DL,3×3 → ∆E
(3,4)
UL,3×3.
Our results can be compared with those obtained in Ref. [17], where the authors study FCNC driven by a Z ′ boson
associated with an additional abelian gauge symmetry. The model in that work does not consider the presence of
exotic fermions, nor that of a gauge boson analogous to the K, therefore in general the structure of FCNC is different
from that of the 331 models. However, it is easily seen that in the limit where both the mixing between ordinary and
exotic quarks and the mixing between K and Z, Z ′ gauge bosons are neglected, our expressions reduce to a particular
case of those quoted in Ref. [17]. Namely, the matrices BψL,R of Ref. [17], responsible for flavor-changing effects, are
nothing but our flavor matrices E
(2)
fL,R
, and the corresponding coupling g2 is that given by Eq. (30). Therefore, in the
above mentioned limit, the phenomenological analysis carried out in Ref. [17] is directly applicable to 331 models.
As stated, the elements of the matrices V fL can be obtained from the Yukawa coupling constants and the VEVs of
the neutral scalar fields. Since these parameters are not known, in practice the only conditions to be satisfied are the
unitarity of V U ,DL and the experimental constraints on VCKM = V
U †
0 V
D
0 (these constraints have to be taken with care,
since VCKM is in general not unitary). However, most theoretical models of fermion mass matrices lead to hierarchies
in quark mixing angles, which are related to the corresponding hierarchies in quark masses. This is clearly inspired
in the experimental measurements of VCKM , which is surprisingly close to the identity. According to this picture not
only the product V U †0 V
D
0 would be close to the identity but also V
U †
0 and V
D
0 separately.
In order to analyze the phenomenological consequences of these mass matrix structures in the context of the 331
theories, let us study the dominant contributions to tree level FCNC. For definiteness we will consider the case in
which off-diagonal elements of mixing matrices satisfy family hierarchies given by
V fij ∼
(
mfi
mfj
)1/2
. (43)
These hierarchies in V fij are obtained in various models for quark mass matrices, which have been widely studied in
the literature [30, 31]. Notice that the assumption of this ansatz for the mixing submatrices V U ,D0 in the quark basis
defined in Eq. (2) corresponds to a picture of approximate flavor symmetries in which the third family of ordinary
quarks is associated with the states u3 and d3. This is also suggested by the notation in Eq. (22), where we have
labelled with Q and q quarks belonging to the Q3L and Q1,2L multiplets respectively. In fact, the third family could
be associated to any combination of Q1L, Q2L and Q3L. However, once approximate flavor symmetries are considered,
it is natural to assume that the family that distinguishes from the other two [in the sense that the states transform
according to a different SU(3) representation] is the third (heavier) family of ordinary quarks.
It is interesting to notice that, within this framework, one can distinguish between FCNC in the up and down quark
sectors. For the up quark sector, given the small ratios mu/mt and mc/mt, Eq. (43) implies values of order . 10
−1
for the elements of V UqQ and V
U
Qq, which mix quarks u, c with quark t. Here it is interesting to consider the case in
which the SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)X breaking scale is of the order of 1 TeV. In this case one expects exotic quarks T to have
masses of the TeV order, therefore the elements of V UQJ and V
U
JQ can be relatively large. In this way, one has
∆E
(1)
UL,3×3 ≃ −
(
V U †Jq V
U
Jq V
U †
Jq V
U
JQ
V U †JQ V
U
Jq 1− |V UQQ|2
)
(44)
∆E
(2)
UL,3×3 ≃ − 2C2W
(
V U †Qq V
U
Qq V
U †
Qq V
U
QQ
V U ∗QQV
U
Qq 1
)
+ (C2W ∓ 2C2W ± S2W )
(
02×2 02×1
01×2 1− |V UQQ|2
)
, (45)
8where we have used the relation V U †JQ V
U
JQ+|V UQQ|2 = 1−V U †qQ V UqQ ≃ 1. Eqs. (44) and (45) show that Z and Z ′-mediated
FCNC in the up quark sector are expected to be suppressed by the small values of V UJq and V
U
Qq, respectively.
On the other hand, in the down quark sector it is natural to expect mb ≪ mB, therefore ordinary quarks decouple,
and both qJ and QJ mixing will be suppressed. The submatrix V D0 can be taken in this case as approximately unitary.
However, one can expect a significant mixing between b and s quarks (
√
(ms/mb) ≃ 0.15), leading to nonnegligible
values of the matrix elements of VqQ and VQq . One has then
∆E
(1)
DL,3×3 = 1 3×3 − V
D †
0 V
D
0 (46)
∆E
(2)
DL,3×3 ≃ − 2C2W
(
V D †Qq V
D
Qq V
D †
Qq V
D
QQ
V D ∗QQ V
D
Qq V
D ∗
QQ V
D
QQ
)
. (47)
Since, as stated, V D0 is approximately unitary, it is seen that Z-mediated FCNC should be suppressed. On the other
hand, the off-diagonal matrix elements in (47) could be significant enough so that the size of Z ′-mediated FCNC in
the down sector could be comparable with (one-loop) SM contributions.
Notice that the effect of QJ mixing in the up quark sector should be taken into account when considering the
unitarity of the VCKM matrix. Indeed, neglecting qQ, qJ mixing in the up quark sector, as well as qJ , QJ mixing in
the down quark sector, one finds
V †CKM VCKM =
(
V U †0 V
D
0
)†
V U †0 V
D
0 ≃
(
1 2×2
1− V U †JQ V UJQ
)
. (48)
This deviation from unitarity could be a signature for the presence of new physics. In particular, notice that Eq. (48)
implies |Vub|2 + |Vcb|2 + |Vtb|2 < 1, which could be tested from direct measurements of the corresponding matrix
elements. This test would require the analysis of the decay t → Wb, which could be achieved in forthcoming
experiments such as the LHC.
Finally, from Eqs. (39-42) one can determine the dominant contributions to tree level FCNC mediated by K vector
bosons. For β = 1/
√
3 one has
∆E
(3)
UL,3×3 ≃
(
V UJQ
V U †JQ
)
, ∆E
(4)
UL,3×3 ≃
(
V UJQ
−V U †JQ
)
, (49)
while for β = −1/√3 we get
∆E
(3)
UL,3×3 ≃
(
02×2
2Re(V U ∗QQV
U
JQ)
)
, ∆E
(4)
UL,3×3 ≃
(
02×2
−2i Im(V U ∗QQV UJQ)
)
. (50)
For both values of β the elements of ∆E
(3,4)
DL,3×3 will be strongly suppressed, according to the above assumptions on
Yukawa coupling hierarchies. From the above equations it is seen that only in the up quark sector and for β = 1/
√
3
one would expect sizable K-mediated FCNC. Though the disentanglement of the K contribution from the Z and
Z ′ ones could be challenging, it is noticeable that it would offer the opportunity to distinguish between models with
different choices of β without the direct observation of exotic quarks or leptons.
IV. NEUTRAL MESON MASS DIFFERENCES
As an application of the formalism presented above, let us analyze the effective lagrangian for ∆F = 2 four-
quark couplings (F here for flavor) arising from the above described FCNC. This effective interaction is particularly
important since ∆F = 2 observables, such as neutral meson mass differences in the K, B and D sectors, provide
stringent bounds for FCNC [9, 11, 12].
If we denote the flavor eigenstates of a neutral meson system by P 0 and P
0
, and the corresponding mass eigenstates
by P1 and P2, the mass difference ∆mP = mP1 −mP2 will be given by
∆mP =
Re 〈P 0 |H(∆F=2)eff |P
0〉
mP
. (51)
9With the notation introduced in previous sections, the effective Lagrangian in 331 models can be written as
L(∆F=2)eff = −
4GF√
2
∑
f=U ,D
∑
a 6=b
C
(f)
ab f¯a γ
µ PL fb f¯a γ
µ PL fb , (52)
where a, b = 1, 2, 3, and
C
(f)
ab =
3∑
j,k,l=1
[
gj gl
g2
(∆E
(j)
fL
)ab (∆E
(l)
fL
)ab Rjk Rlk
m2W
m2Zk
]
− m
2
W
4m2Zk
[(∆E
(4)
fL
)ab]
2 . (53)
In this way, the contribution from tree level FCNC to the P1 − P2 mass difference is given by
∆mP =
4
√
2
3
GF mP F
2
P BP Re[C
(f)
ab ] , (54)
where f is U or D depending on the flavor content of P , and BP parameterizes the theoretical uncertainty in the
evaluation of the hadronic matrix elements. Within the vacuum insertion approximation one has BP = 1.
Now it is interesting to consider the effective Lagrangian in Eqs. (52) and (53) to distinguish between different 331
scenarios:
• Although we have concentrated in 331 models with β = ±1/√3, it is also interesting to analyze the models with
β = ±√3 [1]. The latter (which, actually, were proposed firstly in the literature) include exotic quarks that
carry exotic electric charges, namely 5/3 and −4/3, therefore they do not mix with ordinary quarks. Moreover,
there are no neutral K vector bosons. Since V U ,DL reduce to V
U ,D
0 , which are now unitary, there is no FCNC
mediated by the Z boson. Eq. (53) reduces in this case to
C
(f)
ab =
m2W
4C2W
(
g2
g1
)2
[(∆E
(2)
fL
)ab]
2
(
sin2 θ
m2Z1
+
cos2 θ
m2Z2
)
, (55)
where
∆E
(2)
fL
= − 2C2W
(
V f †Qq V
f
Qq V
f †
Qq V
f
QQ
V f ∗QQV
f
Qq V
f ∗
QQV
f
QQ
)
, (56)
and θ is the mixing angle in the 2×2 matrix R that mixes Z and Z ′ states (R12 = −R21 = sin θ). As it is shown
e.g. in Ref. [32], this angle is suppressed by the VEV scale ratio (v/V )2. Bounds for 331 model parameters have
been determined in this context in Ref. [11] from various FCNC observables. It is also important to notice that
the expression in Eq. (55) can be obtained from the analysis in Ref. [17], applied to the case of the 331 model
as discussed in the previous section.
In addition, it is worth to notice that (
g2
g1
)2
=
1
3 (C2W − β2 S2W )
, (57)
hence for β = ±√3 the ratio is divergent for S2W = 1/4, where one finds a Landau-like pole for the coupling
g′. If one requires the interaction to be perturbative, the presence of this pole imposes in general an upper
bound of a few TeV for the symmetry breaking scale V [33] (this bound can be somewhat evaded, however, by
enlarging the particle content of the model [34]). Models with β = ±1/√3 are free from this constraint. A brief
comparative analysis of FCNC in the B meson sector for different choices of β can be found in Ref. [10].
• Let us consider 331 models with β = ±1/√3, assuming a quark mixing hierarchy such as that in Eq. (43). As
stated above, in this case Z- and K-mediated FCNC in the down quark sector are negligible. One has then
C
(D)
ab ≃
m2W
4C2W (3C
2
W − S2W )
[(∆E
(2)
DL)ab]
2
3∑
k=1
R22k
m2Zk
. (58)
Moreover, in general one expects the mixing between Z and Z ′ states, i.e. R21, to be of order (v/V )2, therefore
the dominant effect is due to the contribution of the (heavy) Z2 intermediate state. As shown in Ref. [10], the
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stringent bounds for the Z2 mass are then provided by the measured values of ∆mBd and ∆mBs . From the
above expressions, taking into account the result in Eq. (47) one gets
∆m
(Z2)
Bq
≃ 4
√
2
3
C2W
3C2W − S2W
GF mBq F
2
Bq BBq
mq
mb
(
mW
mZ2
)2
, q = d, s . (59)
Present experimental results for these observables lead to mZ2 & 7 TeV. Clearly, this bound can be relaxed
either if one considers interferences with SM one-loop contributions or other sources of FCNC, or if one relaxes
the hierarchy relation in the quark mixing angles. Within the economical 331 model, a general analysis of the
constraints for masses and mixing angles from ∆F = 2 observables has been carried out in Ref. [12].
On the other hand, in the up quark sector, for β = 1/
√
3 the largest FCNC couplings are those driven by the
neutral K state, subsequently followed by those driven by the Z ′ and the Z. Thus, depending on the gauge
boson masses and mixing angles, the contributions of Z1, Z2 and Z3 could be competitive and all terms in (53)
should be taken into account. For β = −1/√3, given the large K mass, the contribution of the K state is clearly
suppressed in comparison with that of the Z, therefore ∆E
(3,4)
UL can be neglected, and only Z and Z
′ contributions
compete. The presence of tree level FCNC in the up quark sector leads to nonstandard contributions to the ∆mD
mass difference, which has been recently measured [35] attracting significant theoretical interest. Considering
the quark mixing hierarchy in Eq. (43), and neglecting the mixing between neutral gauge boson states, one can
obtain a definite prediction for the order of magnitude of the new contributions. From Eqs. (44) and (45) we
get
∆m
(Z1)
D ≃
√
2
3
GF mD F
2
D BD
mumc
m2T
∆m
(Z2)
D ≃
√
2
3
GF mD F
2
D BD
4C2W
3C2W − S2W
mumc
m2t
(
mW
mZ2
)2
(60)
(K-mediated FCNC are negligible for this observable). If we consider the upper bound of 7 TeV for Z2 suggested
by Bd and Bs mixing, the contribution ∆m
Z2
D from the above expression is found to be about two orders of
magnitude below the experimental value ∆m
(exp)
D = (2.4±0.7)×1010~ s−1. However, the contribution mediated
by the ordinary Z1 boson could be significantly larger if the mass of the exotic T quark is in the TeV range.
Taking BD = 0.82 [36] and FD = 0.207 GeV one has
∆m
(Z1)
D ∼ 2× 109 ~ s−1
(
1 TeV
mT
)2
, (61)
thus it is seen that an observable effect could be achieved if the experimental errors are reduced. It is clear
that the above result has to be taken just as an indicative order of magnitude. However, this rough calculation
illustrates the possible size of the effects one could expect in 331 models with β = ±1/√3 within the ansatz of
quark mixing hierarchy given by Eq. (43).
• If spontaneous CP violation is allowed, Eq. (53) should still be generalized to allow for the mixing between Z1,2,3
and Z4. This can be implemented in Eq. (53) by removing the last term, enlarging R to a 4 × 4 orthogonal
matrix and extending the sum up to four. The entries Ri4, R4i with i = 1, 2, 3 will be responsible for CP
violation. These elements will arise from the imaginary parts of scalar VEVs, which are in general nonzero if
CP is spontaneously broken together with the gauge symmetry [37]. However, notice that if the scalar sector
is minimal (i.e. in the case of “economical” 331 models) VEV phases can be removed through a global gauge
transformation. In this case Z4 decouples, becoming an exact mass eigenstate.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, we present here a general analysis of tree level flavor changing neutral currents in the context of 331
models. We quote the corresponding expressions for arbitrary quark and gauge boson mixing matrices, and then
analyze the approximate results obtained for a definite texture of the quark mass matrices. Differences between
various 331 models are pointed out.
Our analysis generalizes previous results, including FCNC contributions that are usually neglected in the literature,
such as those arising from the mixing between ordinary and exotic quarks and the mixing between neutral gauge
bosons. Even if these contributions are in most cases expected to be suppressed, it is seen that they can be significant
for some observables, such as e.g. the mass difference between neutral D meson states.
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